Maxi

Maxi

TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN IN
PANORAMIC FORMAT.
2-WIRE AND ViP SYSTEM
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Maxi. High-end technology in a 7" panoramic
monitor.
Make yourself comfortable; the show is about
to begin.
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Maxi is the new benchmark for high-level door entry monitors. Its shape is the result of Comelit's search for
an innovative design. A commitment which has seen the company earn top-level international plaudits and
recognition such as the Red Dot design award, Design Plus, Design Index ADI and Good Design awards.
Maxi, also a winner of the Good Design award and available in two versions - 2-wire and ViP - combines design
values with cutting-edge technology and features a 7-inch 16/9 screen.

Maxi

The revolution of door
entry monitor design.

223 MM

7-inch 16/9 screen. Shiny surface in transparent scratchresistant polycarbonate. Edges with matt brushed metal
finish. Just 12 mm thick. Maxi combines a stylish, minimal
design with the utmost simplicity in terms of usage, through
functions activated via sensitive touch technology and a
touch-screen monitor featuring capacitive technology (ViP
version). Available in semi-flush, surface-mounted and desk
base versions.

12 MM

124 MM

Maxi
2-WIRE VERSION
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SENSITIVE TOUCH KEYS
(SWIPE FUNCTION):
PRIVACY/DOCTOR
4 PROGRAMMABLE KEYS
SELF-IGNITION

7" 16/9 WIDE SCREEN

SWIPE TECHNOLOGY

MICROPHONE

AUDIO IN

LED COURTESY
LIGHTING

TOUCH KEYS:
audio volume
ringtone
volume
adjustment
keys
COLOUR AND
BRIGHTNESS
ADJUSTMENT

LOCK-RELEASE
LOUDSPEAKER

Maxi
DIGITAL VIP VERSION

V I P

7" 16/9 WIDE TOUCH SCREEN WITH TOUCH ACTIVATION

WHITE BACKLIT SENSITIVE TOUCH BUTTONS,
NORMALLY NOT VISIBLE. ENABLE THEM BY
SWIPING A FINGER ACROSS THE CONTROL
SCREEN (SWIPE FUNCTION)
PRIVACY/DOCTOR
2 PROGRAMMABLE KEYS
MESSAGES
DOOR OPEN ALERT
SELF-IGNITION

SWIPE TECHNOLOGY

CAPACITIVE TOUCH SCREEN

MULTIROOM MUSIC FUNCTION
Manage the system by selecting the album, track or
radio stream for each zone, adjust the volume and
select random or repeat play modes
Synchronise multiple audio zones for playing the
same source throughout the house
Create a scenario by enabling each audio zone with
a different source and volume
Import, manage and listen to Spotify playlists (only
with a subscription to Spotify Premium)

RADIO STREAMING

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
Customisation of melodies, door entry monitor video
memory, messages, consumption log
VIEW HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION FIGURES
3 PROGRAMMABLE INPUTS
OPTION OF SENDING EMAILS ABOUT DOOR ENTRY MONITOR, HOME
AUTOMATION AND ANTI-INTRUSION SYSTEM EVENTS
DOOR ENTRY MONITOR VIDEO MEMORY
You can enable (or disable) the video memory function
MESSAGES
You can receive messages or alerts from the
switchboard.
The arrival of a new message is indicated visually by LEDs

Maxi

124 MM

223 MM

12 MM

MAXI SERIES 7” MONITOR. 2-WIRE SYSTEM

6801W

Flush-mounted (on box Art. 6817) or surface-mounted (with bracket Art. 6820) colour
monitor with 7’’ 16/9 screen, hands-free full-duplex audio and touch sensitive controls.
Allows adjustment of brightness level, contrast, audio volume and ringtone volume.
Ringtones can be customised by selecting from the various melodies provided. Fitted
as standard with a key button, enable/disable audio button with corresponding indicator
LEDs and a further 6 programmable buttons for self-ignition, privacy service and other
programmable functions. It is normally used for floor door call and call repetition
management, and comes complete with 2 x 8-position DIP SWITCHES for user code
programming and button programming. Equipped with riser distribution terminal Art.
1214/2C. The monitor can only be used in 2-wire SimplebusTop Colour systems.
Dimensions 223x124x12 mm.

MAXI SERIES 7” MONITOR. ViP SYSTEM

6802W

7” 16:9 colour touch-screen monitor with full-duplex hands-free audio. Audio distribution
and consumption management as standard. Audio, ringtone, colour and contrast
adjustment. Slot for micro SD card. Ringtone customisation. Video memory function
and internal directory for intercom call management. Manages floor door calls and
call repetition as standard. Panic and alarm input. “Sensitive touch” controls with LED
backlighting. The audio pickup command and the lock-release are always visible, while
all the others become visible in response to a touch or swipe. There is also a self-ignition
button, a privacy or doctor selection button (with red privacy enabled LED indicator) and
2 buttons for various uses. “Door open” and “Messages” indicator lights. Flush-mounted,
wall-mounted and desk base installation. Dimensions: 230x168x28 mm. Compatible
with H.264 video format.

6817

FLUSH-MOUNTED BOX FOR MAXI MONITOR

6820

WALL BRACKET FOR MAXI MONITOR, 2-WIRE AND ViP

Black ABS plastic flush-mounted box. Dimensions: 212x115x50 mm.

Wall bracket for Maxi monitor. Colour: White. Dimensions: 216x117x16 mm.
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cod.
2G32000508
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Questo documento non è riproducibile in alcuna sua parte senza previa autorizzazione scritta di Comelit Group Spa.
I marchi e le denominazioni commerciali che compaiono in questa pubblicazione appartengono ai relativi proprietari.

